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Very recently, a goup of compound

semiconductor heterojunctions composed of
narrow-gap materials has attracted much

attentions, since they often revealed high

elecEon mobilities (<10u cnr?Vsec) as well as

a finite zero-field spin-qplining (A< 10 meV)

although still aI low temperaflres. Those

heterojunctions are interesting not only from

the vieupoint of possible application toward

semiconductor qpinftonic devices but also from
that of opening a new physics arc;- so.called

'tnesoscopic spinfronics". At present, however,

the material qystem which reveals both the

features at the same time islimited to krGaAs

based ones such a.s kSrGaorAs{Ir5rAbrfu

[1], Ltu.77cto2rAslkrP l2l, and

kqrrCraorrAs{Ir5rsAb2sAs [3]. It is well known

that tlre sfrong qpin-onbit interaction in narrow-

gap heterojunctions often appears as a major

scattering mechanism at very low temperafires.

So fw, anti-localization l+61 has been

discussed as a quantum effect originated from
the scat8ering mechanisrn h additio& the

temperature dependence of the conductance

fluctuations F] has been discussed in quantum

wires fabricated at low mobility

hfujca.jAyfthsAhrAs two-dimensional

electon eas (2DEG).

In this paper, we first report the conductance

steps with O.\Q*M spacing observed in the

quantum point-contact (QPC) made at high

mobility lfu.rrG%rds I kUr:Alo25As

heterojunctions [8], which has a zero-field spin-

qplitting of almost 10 meV. Since it is difficult to
operate the split-gafie structure in this

heterojunction due to its narrow-gap nature, wo

have made a point-contact by a mesa-etched wire
and finger side-gates, the top edges of them are

located closely to the side of the wires. Tpicat
wire width is I-2 p m and the length is ranging

from 30 to 250 pru The air-gap betrveen the

wire and gates is about 0.5-1 pru Figure 1

shows a schematic view of the sample sffucture.

Conductance measrements were carried out by
ac lock-in technique at 1.5 IC Figr:re 2 is an

example of measred two-terminal conductance

of the QPC. As is seen clearly, 0.5, (0.5x2) ,and
(0.5x3) QEID steps were found to appear even

under zeromagnetic field for almost all samples.

kr additiorr,4.2 fZEn> $ep was often observed.

As is former$ re,ported [9], application of
strong parallel magnetic field to the clean QPC
will evolve (0.5 x il(?r lh) (n: integer)

conductance steps. This means that the
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conductance steps of n(2e2ftr) at z*r:olfreld wili
spin split under the stong magnetic field due to

',man qplitting. The clean QPC is uzually

fabricated t CraAyAlGaAs heterojunction

which has sometimes a very high electron

mobility. But that maferial qystem reveals almost

no zero-field qpin-splining due to the weak qpin-

orbit interaction. Our mat€rial system, however,

has a high electron mobility as well as a very
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Flg. 1 Sample stuchre of finga-gate point contrct
Wire widlh and gqp betrveen tre wire and the gates

ue2and 1 p rn, respectively.

W. 2 Resuts of conductanoe mea$rcmena.

Brckground resistance is different betrreen

saples, A ard B.
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